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YOUR BOOKMARK

EVENTS QUICK
GLANCE

PARKING INSIDER

Networking event Melbourne
Thursday 17 August 2017
Outlook Conference 2017
18-19 September, Sydney
View Program
Networking event Adelaide
23 November 2017
Parking Australia AGM
Adelaide 23 November
2017
Gulf Parking 2017
4-6 December, Dubai
Click to register

WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS

Chief Executive's Message
Are you struggling to keep up with social media and newsletters? I know I am
and as an association whose mantra is about keeping our members informed,
I am challenged by the best way to do this. We currently have a raft of
PODCASTS on the members portal that are great for when you are
commuting. We produce a monthly newsletter (this one) and a weekly Parking
Insider Express, which is a wrap up of parking stories nationally and across
the globe, however I was recently at a video marketing seminar and have
learnt that before reading any text 60% of visitors will watch a video! The
average user spends about 17 minutes a month watching online ads! So in
the coming weeks we will be trialing some short video updates on topics that
are trending. Which leads me to remind you of the trending topics(#parking
trends 2017) page on the PA website.These topics may also feature in our
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delegate sessions at OUTLOOK so I encourage to vote or add new topics.
This weeks posts:
Will self driving cars push parking underground?? and Is parking a
solution to congestion?
I am pleased to announce that joining our panel at OUTLOOK on the topic of
"electric vehicles charge ahead" is Craig Norris from Mitsubishi Motors
Australia Limited. Craig is the National E Mobility Manager who is also on the
EV Council and he will share why the parking industry needs to be prepared
for the next few years in this space. Is enough being done by our state
governments to support the parking industry to take up "new industries"? A
new Bill unveiled by the Queen may require EV charging points to be fitted
to services and fuel stations throughout the UK.#parkingtrends2017

What's trending in parking this week?
Help us to uncover the latest trends in parking
by sharing your parking interests or hot topics
in parking, and vote for the topics that you
would like to know more about. Results will be
used to help us identify relevant content for our
members online and at PA events.
Vote now...

Crown
Melbourne

Government hoards cash meant for
commuter car parks
The Berejiklian Government is failing to spend
money upgrading car parks at train stations
despite raking in tens of millions of dollars from
a tax raised on parking spaces. According to
Shadow Treasurer, Ryan Park, budget figures
show that that the Treasurer and the Transport
Minister are quite happy to take the money
from taxpayers but not spend it, despite
thousand of commuters being forced to drive or
walk long distances to the nearest train station. Read more...

How to provide a safer car park
NEW TO THE ELIBRARY

Re(inventing) the Wheel
(Chartered Institute of
Logistics & Transport, UK,
2017)

In a newly released podcast from the PACE
2016 series, Paul Trevor Hillier from ARRB
Group discusses the types of crashes/
incidents which occur within car parks and the
risks which influence the likelihood and severity
of such incidents. Log into the podcasts page
to start listening...

Awards 2017 deadline extended
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This report examines a range
of issues relating to transport
over the next
20-25 years, looking at
potential new technologies
ranging from autonomous
electric cars to real time
journey management.
Click here to login and
download

NEW TO MEMBER
RESOURCES

Podcast:
How to provide a safer car
park - Paul Trevor Hillier
Scan your membership
card QR code to access the
latest member resources or
click here

EXPRESS
PARKING NEWS

Toyota Joins Coalition to
Bring Blockchain Networks to
Smart Cars
Wireless power for moving
electric vehicles closer to
reality

If you thought you'd run out of time to submit
your entry for the 2017 Parking Industry
Awards, then this is your lucky day, as the call
for nominations has been extended until
Wednesday 5 July. We won't be able to extend
this again, as we have the panel of judges
waiting to review, certificates to be made and
crystal awards to be etched! Start your entry
here...

On-street parking fees despite zero
public transport?
Can on-street parking fees really help places
with poor public transport? Australian transport
policy researcher, adviser, writer and trainer,
Paul Barter, discusses this issue following a
recent trip to Pune in India, where they have
extreme parking problems and the Pune
Municipal Corporation (PMC) has a new and
progressive draft parking policy awaiting
approval. Read more...

EasyMile's EZ10 electric driverless
shuttle launches in Kaohsiung city
On 7 June 2017 EasyMile and Taiwan's tech
consulting firm, 7Starlake, officially launched
the EZ10 electric driverless shuttle at a press
conference in Taiwan's Kaohsiung city.
Kaohsiung city mayor, Chen Chu, also
participated in the launch and took a test ride in
the EZ10 driverless shuttle. Read more...

We must plan the driverless city to
avoid being hostage to the technology
revolution
Trials of autonomous cars and buses have
begun on the streets of Australian cities.
Communications companies are moving to
deploy the lasers, cameras and centimetreperfect GPS that will enable a vehicle to
navigate the streets of your town or city without
a driver. Most research and commentary is
telling us how the new machines will work, but
not how they might shape our cities. Read
more...

Public sector automation:
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who is driving the transport
revolution?
Ausroads: guidelines for trials
of automated vehicles in
Australia

QUICK LINKS

City of Hamilton set to unveil the
deployment of bay sensor technology
Working in partnership with Arthur D. Riley Ltd,
Smart Parking, the global parking technology
company has won a contract for the supply and
maintenance of bay sensor technology for
approximately 945 parking bays in the City of
Hamilton. Located in the North Island, Hamilton
is the fourth most populous city in New
Zealand. Read more...

Auckland Airport selects ADVAM to
provide contactless payments


SIGN UP FOR
FUTURE OF
PARKING NEWS



SIGN UP FOR
WEEKLY EXPRESS
NEWS

Auckland Airport has worked with ADVAM for
some time providing an automated solution for
the Ground Transport service. With this
solution in place, the focus moved to
passenger parking and how the experience
could be improved for its customers. Auckland
Airport is a vital transport hub for both people
and cargo, connecting Auckland to New
Zealand and New Zealand to the world. Read
more...

Featured Corporate Members

Gold Members

OUTLOOK 2017

WE'RE SOCIAL

Silver Members

CONTACT US

Parking Australia
P.O. Box 47
Douglas Park NSW 2569
Tel: 1300 787 233
Email: paa@parking.asn.au
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